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Class Preps: 50 points
This ongoing assignment is primarily to keep track of your attendance and prepare you to 

contribute to class discussions. Every class session you are to bring in a comment or question 

about the reading for the text we are covering that day. Ideally, these should allow me to call on 

you in class (if it is too quiet) and you will have something prepared to share with the class! 

These will be collected at the end of each class meeting. 

 Name, Class #, Date, Title of Text you are responding to—these bits of information on 

your pages are essential for me to give you credit on your Class Prep for the day.

 Does not have to be typed—hand-written on lined-paper is perfectly fine. 

 1-5 sentences—this is really informal and solely meant to let me know that you are 

engaging with our readings—so short is fine, just make sure it's 

 Each Class Prep is worth about 2.5 points—because the purpose of this ongoing 

assignment is to ensure you come to class and are ready to contribute to class discussions,

you will get full credit so long as the comment/question is on topic and turned in! 

Example:

Name Namerson

ENG 315

4-4-17

Zipes, “The Cultural Evolution . . .”

Question: What is the meaning of “memetics”? I looked up the definition online, but didn't quite

understand it, and I struggled with following Zipe's use of it in his article.

Comment: I really liked Jack Zipe's comment on the nature of folktales, as he writes “It is also 

possible to demonstrate how all stories are linked to one another, yet distinct in their personal 

and social functions.” It reminds me of what we've been talking about in class, of how fairy tales'

purposes adapt to accommodate the society they're being shared in, and it even connects with the

fairy tale we read for today... (etc.).
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Class Journal: (10 entries) 100 points
This assignment will be maintained through the “Journal” feature on Blackboard, under “tools.” 

Every week you will write an entry (at least 250 words, typed) reflecting on the fairy tales and 

scholarship we read in class, and comment on how your understanding on the merit/value of 

folktales is developing. This journal is for you to be conscious of how your engagement with 

fairy tales may or may not be developing—I will be the only one reading them, and so perhaps 

your entries will even give me ideas of what I can address in class!
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Midterm: 100 points
As with most English literature classes, we will be having an in-class midterm that will consist of

Identification questions, in-class paragraph/essay responses, and will assess students of how 

involved with the readings they have been. We will spend the last half of May 2nd's class session

reviewing and preparing for it.

 Identification questions will be reasonably posed—Passages from fairy tales that we 

read more than one version of will not be included, due to potential author mix-ups. Only 

character names, key rhymes, and pivotal plot scenes will be tested to allow you as stress-

free of an assessment as possible!

 Paragraph responses will assess you for comprehension of fairy tale style terms or 

motifs. 

 Essay response will allow you to choose one of three possible essay prompts to respond 

to, which you will then craft a thoughtful, organized essay complete with a thesis and 

organized argument structure.

 Be sure to bring in a blue book and, preferably, pen.

 Students have 1 hour and 40 minutes to complete midterm

Point Breakdown:

 5 Identification questions worth 5 points each=25 points

 2 paragraph responses=12.5 points each, totaling 25 points

 1 essay question=50 points
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Critical Analysis Essays (75 points each)
These assignments are to give you some practice engaging in scholarly conversations with the 

fairy tales we have read, much like the articles we are reading alongside the fairy tales, are doing.

Ideally, you will be applying a critical angle grounded with one of the contextualizations we have

explored in class, that is, through either a historic, economic, sex/gender angles. 

For the first essay, there will be 3 prompt options, each focused on one of the three 

angles directed a fairy tale theme that you may apply to a fairy tale of your choice. However, if 

you have taken ENG 385, or are familiar and confident enough to tackle other critical theory 

angles yourself, run it past me, and we will see how we can work around your request. 

For the second essay, there will be 3 prompt options designed like the first one, but this 

time you will be writing with a chapter or theme of Inkheart in mind. Again, if you have a 

preference outside of the prompts provided, contact me, and we will see if we can work 

something out.

 3-4 Pages

 Prompted (you choose one of the 3 prompts I will provide)

 MLA style
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Final Essay/Story: 100 Points
For this final project, you have the option of writing one of these two options:

 Scholarly Essay: 5-6 pages. For this assignment, you are free to choose a fairy tale text 

of your choice (preferably one we read throughout the duration of this quarter, but you 

are free to request a fairy tale text we did not read in class—just run it past me and we 

can work it out). You will be extending the type of work we did in the Critical Analysis 

essays, but with your own question and choice of how to approach the text critically 

(through historic, economic, sex/gender focused lens, or other). 

OR

 Fairy Tale: 5-6 pages. If you feel that, after being exposed to the fairy tales we have 

explored throughout the quarter, you've engaged with the texts through more of an 

imaginative/creative angle, you are free to craft a fairy tale of your own! As this is a 

creative project, the guidelines of this option are lenient, however, in your short story, you

should incorporate the fairy tale styles you learned about in class, whether that be you 

creating an entirely new fairy tale, or adapting a fairy tale that is clearly adapted to 

achieve a specific goal successfully.

*It is highly recommended that you touch bases with me prior to beginning your final project, 

whether in person during office hours, or via email—I will give you my best advice for how to 

pursue your project.


